


















Quantum symmetries of four-dimensional superstrings are frequently re-
alized in an anomaly-cancellation mode in the eective low-energy super-
gravity. The massless antisymmetric tensor plays an important ro^le in
this mechanism and the choice of its supersymmetric description, using ei-
ther a chiral or a linear multiplet, appears to introduce signicant concep-
tual and practical dierences at the string loop level. This paper reviews
the construction of loop-corrected string eective supergravities with the
dilaton and antisymmetric tensor embedded in a linear multiplet. Using
anomaly cancellation and the linear multiplet allows to obtain an all-order
renormalization-group invariant eective lagrangian for a pure gauge sector
with eld-dependent gauge coupling constant.
Presented at the Workshop "Physics from Planck Scale to Electroweak Scale",
Warsaw, Poland, September 1994.
1 The linear multiplet
A massless antisymmetric tensor b

plays an important ro^le in the low-energy eective
supergravity of superstrings. Its existence is a universal property: the gravity sector
of four-dimensional superstrings contains, together with the graviton, b

and a real
scalar, the dilaton. It is then natural to take advantage of the particular properties of
the supermultiplet generalizing the antisymmetric tensor when discussing the structure
of the eective supergravity theory.
This section will review some aspects of the supersymmetric description of the
antisymmetric tensor. For simplicity, the discussion will rst concentrate on global su-
persymmetry. The case of supergravity which will be of importance for the superstring
case will be introduced at the end of the section.
In global supersymmetry, the description of the antisymmetric tensor uses two
superelds[1], the prepotential  

and the linear multiplet L. The prepotential is a







where K is a real vector supereld. This transformation can be used to choose a gauge
in which some of the components of  

are eliminated. In this gauge,  

contains the













which preserves the gauge choice.


























which is invariant under the transformation (1). Alternatively, it can be obtained by
imposing the constraints
DDL = DDL = 0; (5)
on a real vector supereld. The component expansion of L is






















It is interesting to remark that L does not contain any auxiliary eld. A lagrangian
involving the linear multiplet L only does not include a scalar potential and supersym-
metry cannot spontaneously break.




















with an arbitrary real function  and a superpotential w independent from L. Coupling


























is the Lie-algebra-valued vector supereld of gauge potentials, the
superpotential is a gauge-invariant analytic function,
^
L = L  2
; (7)
and 
 is the Chern-Simons supereld. This last object can be dened by its relation





























Since theory (6) only depends on b

through its curl v

[eq. (3)], a duality transfor-
mation can be performed to replace b

by a (pseudo)scalar eld. With supersymmetry,
the duality transformation replaces L by a chiral supereld, an operation which will
be discussed in detail in the next section.
For reasons to be explained below, conformal supergravity[2] oers the appropriate
formalism to extend the global lagrangian (6) to local supersymmetry. One needs to
introduce a chiral compensating supermultiplet S
0
with conformal and chiral weights
equal to one
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The real and chiral density formula are denoted respectively by [: : :]
D
and [: : :]
F
. The
Poincare supergravity theory is obtained by imposing in (9) gauge-xing conditions
for the superconformal symmetries not contained in the super-Poincare algebra. These







leave the auxiliary component f
0
and the gauge eld A

of the chiral, internal U(1) of
the superconformal algebra as supergravity auxiliary elds.
It is worth recalling that the linear multiplet has made at least two appearances
in past developments of supergravity theories. Firstly, `new minimal supergravity' is
obtained in the conformal framework using a linear compensating multiplet[4, 3], with
lagrangian [L logL]
D
. And secondly, early investigations[5] of the tree-level eective
supergravity of superstrings suggested the relevance of `16+16 supergravity'[6], which
corresponds in the conformal approach to a theory with a linear and a chiral multiplet,
with some particular gauge xing[7].
1
This choice of compensator leads to the old minimal set of supergravity auxiliary elds, which
allows the most general matter couplings[3].
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2 Gauge kinetic lagrangian and gauge coupling con-
stants
Since eld-dependent gauge coupling constants in superstring eective supergravities
will be at the center of the discussion, we briey consider[8] the sector of gauge kinetic
terms in the global lagrangian (6) and in its supergravity extension (9).
In global supersymmetry, the expansion of the Chern-Simons supereld in the Wess-



































































+ : : : ;
where !





























Its highest component is the super-Yang-Mills lagrangian (multiplied by  1=2) and it







contribution. Gauge kinetic terms in lagrangian (6) will


























































. The eld-dependent gauge coupling







With the linear multiplet, the gauge coupling constant is a real function which is
not constrained to be harmonic. It is obtained in a real D-term, contrary to the
chiral case where it is related to a holomorphic function. This illustrates the fact that
holomorphicity properties of gauge couplings do not follow from supersymmetry only
but require also a selection of supersymmetric multiplets[9].






























L[() + ()]: (12)

















































 L[() + ()] = total derivative, the choice (12)

















which is the usual super-Yang-Mills theory with gauge coupling depending on chiral
matter. The fact that the gauge coupling is the real part of a holomorphic function
appears then to depend on the description of matter with chiral multiplets only.
3 Supersymmetric duality
Any theory with a linear multiplet can be in principle transformed into a theory with
chiral multiplets only, using a supersymmetric duality transformation. Suppose we
want to transform (6) into a theory with a chiral supereld S replacing L. The starting




























This lagrangian possesses a new gauge invariance under
U  ! U + U ; L  ! L+ U ; (14)
where the gauge parameter is a linear supereld U : DDU =
DDU = 0. The equation
of motion for S implies that U is a linear multiplet and (6) is then simply the gauge
choice U = 0 in (13), after solving for S. Notice that a supereld U submitted to
the gauge transformation (14) can be regarded as the supersymmetric extension of an
antisymmetric tensor a







. The expansion of the











































)   (S + S)(
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The equation of motion for U (or
^
L U) can in principle be used to express
^
L U as




















+ w()] + h:c:

: (16)
In this expression, which possesses the symmetry S  ! S+ i(real constant), the gauge




= 4Re s; (17)














+ total derivative: (18)
The duality transformation is performed by solving the equations of motion for the




; d) of U , for instance in the gauge L = 0. In particular,































z + fermionic terms:
(19)
These relations show the equivalences of (17) and (18) with respectively (10) and (11).
These results have a straightforward extension to conformal and Poincare super-
gravities[8]. Equation (17), in particular, remains true in the local case. It provides an
important information on the description of superstring eective supergravities. The
two dual theories have a dierent physical interpretation. Working with the chiral
theory, with S, implies that the gauge coupling constant appearing in the lagrangian is
the expectation value of Re s. This eld is then directly related to a bare, unphysical
quantity. The physical (renormalized) gauge coupling constant, which appears in the
eective action (the generating functional of one-particle irreducible Green's functions),
is a function of Re s (as well as other elds, in general). It is certainly not given by the
expectation value of Re s. Then, since Re s is related to a bare quantity of the eective
eld theory, it is not necessarily in simple and natural relation with string parameters at
the (string) quantum level. And there is no reason to expect that quantum symmetries
of the superstring have a natural action on this eld.
4 Superstring eective lagrangians
The eective supergravity of superstrings describes the low-energy
2
physics of string
massless modes. It then contains an ultraviolet physical cuto, above which `string
physics has been integrated'. The eective supergravity can be dened using a Wilson
lagrangian L
W
. At the level of superstring perturbation theory, in which supersymme-











With respect to the inverse string length and compactication radius.
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which is the generating functional of one-particle irreducible Green's functions. While
L
W
is a quantized lagrangian, L
 
is a functional of classical elds.




Since the present discussion focusses on the ro^le of the antisymmetric tensor described





































as tree-level Wilson lagrangian[10]. The Kahler function
^
K and the superpotential w
depend in a gauge invariant way on the chiral multiplets describing moduli and charged

























; K =   log(S +S) +
^
K: (22)




















where ' is an arbitrary holomorphic function of chiral multiplets.
The lagrangian (21) is superconformal invariant. Two dierent choices of compen-




































+ : : : ;








= 4Re s: (24)





































+ : : :
where ' = 
2
C is the string `loop-counting parameter' and M
2
s
= hCi is the string











since the relation between Re s and C depends on the superconformal gauge xing.
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5 One loop: a string symmetry, anomaly cancella-
tion
Some contributions to L
(1)
W
, in eq. (20), have been revealed by the eective eld-theory
description of string one-loop calculations of gauge kinetic terms in (2; 2) symmet-
ric orbifolds[11, 12, 13]. The moduli dependence of these corrections is in large part
dictated by target-space duality, a perturbative string symmetry. In the eective su-
pergravity, the crucial observation[9] is that since target-space duality is an anomalous
symmetry of L
(0)
, invariance is restored by an anomaly-cancellation mechanism due
to specic contributions in L
(1)
. This mechanism is similar to the cancellation of
gauge and gravitational anomalies in ten-dimensional superstrings[14]. Target-space
duality acts on the tree-level lagrangian (21) like a Kahler transformation (23). The
cancellation of target-space duality anomaly is then a mechanism of Kahler anomaly
cancellation in supergravity[15].
This mechanism will be reviewed here in its simplest version only. Specically, we
will consider the case of vanishing threshold corrections
3
. We will also for simplicity
restrict the discussion to a simple gauge group, which could be the hidden E
8
group
present in symmetric (2; 2) orbifolds. The discussion of the general case can be found
in the original literature[9, 16].
The nature of Kahler symmetry is easily elucidated. Clearly, it is a sigma-model




K is the Kahler potential of the supersymmetric sigma-
model dening the couplings of chiral multiplets. But in supergravity, it also acts as
an R-symmetry which, in particular, rotates all fermions in the theory. This is due to
the presence of the supergravity auxiliary eld A

, which in the superconformal theory
is the gauge eld of the internal chiral U(1). This chiral group does not commute with
supersymmetry transformations and hence acts like an R-symmetry. The equation of






















+ : : : ;
for an arbitrary chiral scalar component z. The Kahler transformation (23) is then a
chiral U(1) gauge transformation of A






K can be assimilated to the (supereld) Kahler connection.
The existence of chiral couplings of the Kahler connection to fermions implies that a
non-zero anomalous triangle graph with, for instance, two external gauge elds and one
external Kahler connection will in general arise at one-loop. This diagram corresponds




), which, in the





















This means that anomaly cancellation also cancels the one-loop modulus-dependent correction to




is the non-local chiral projector. Gauginos only contribute to the anomaly
and its coecient is A = 3C(G)=(8
2
), C(G) being the quadratic Casimir of the gauge




















The one-loop Wilson lagrangian L
(1)
W
should then contain a Kahler-variant term

















which includes a coupling of the antisymmetric tensor to the Kahler connection
4
. With















































Repeating the steps (15) and (16) to perform the duality transformation leads to the
substitution
S +





in the tree-level Kahler function K given in eq. (22). This result is reminiscent of the
mechanism cancelling gauge anomalies for U(1) factors of the gauge group, where the
substitution is
S +
S  ! S + S   V;
V being the vector supereld of the U(1) gauge potential and  the coecient of the
anomaly[17].
6 An eective all-order gauge sector
In the previous section, the information that target-space duality is a quantum string
symmetry has been used to derive a one-loop contribution to the Wilson eective
lagrangian, using anomaly cancellation as a basic principle. The one-loop lagrangian
(28) has been written in the superconformal formalism. It is then also scale invariant
as long as a superPoincare invariant gauge choice has not been taken. It is tempting to
extend[18] the method applied to restore the anomalous target-space duality also to the
dilatation symmetry contained in the conformal algebra. Since the gauge beta-function
corresponds[19] to the dilatation anomaly obtained when varying the compensator eld
S
0
, the superconformal formalism used here is certainly appropriate.
The discussion given in this section only applies to a super-Yang-Mills theory with-
out chiral charged matter. This situation corresponds, for instance, to the hidden E
8
4
The existence of this coupling has been demonstrated by direct string calculations[12].
8
sector of (2; 2) superstrings. The reason for this limitation is not only simplicity. The
generalization to a string gauge sector with chiral charged matter and a non simple
gauge group is not known at present. Furthermore, the all-order eld theory results
on beta-functions, which are necessary to check the results of the construction, are not
available with arbitrary chiral matter.
To proceed, consider the eect of a scale change on the gauge coupling constant.
Under
M  ! M;
the variation of the one-loop gauge coupling constant is
(g
 2
) = A log ;
where A = 3C(G)=(8
2
) is the coecient of the one-loop beta function which already
appeared in the Kahler/target-space duality anomaly (25). In an eective lagrangian
























The next step is to construct a supersymmetric expression such that its variation
compensates in particular (30). This should be done without introducing any new
Kahler anomaly. Using the same notation as in the preceding section, there exists[18, 8]













Its anomaly behaviour follows from the conformal weight two of
^
L. The quantity  is
an arbitrary number. It is not a scale since a constant supermultiplet must have zero
conformal dimension. It is only after conformal gauge xing that  will acquire the
ro^le of a reference scale, as will be seen below.
























































































This last expression shows that both Kahler and dilatation anomalies are conveniently
carried by the chiral compensator S
0
, a natural observation since S
0
has chiral and
Weyl weights equal to one and Kahler symmetry nds its superconformal origin in the
chiral internal U(1).
9
The eective lagrangian L
 
can be easily obtained from the Wilson theory (32). It
diers from L
W
(viewed as a functional of classical elds instead of an operator-valued






























+ : : : ; (33)
the dots indicating contributions unrelated to gauge kinetic terms which are not of
interest here. As it should, it is invariant under both Kahler and scale (conformal)
transformations.
The Poincare invariant theory is obtained by a superconformal gauge xing which
uses in particular the scalar z
0
and fermionic  
0
components of the compensating
multiplet S
0










































Notice that the quantity U is Kahler and scale invariant.
The eld-dependent Wilson gauge coupling constant is dened as the coecient of

















+ : : : (35)
It is a bare, unphysical quantity, like all parameters appearing in L
W

































log 2) can be absorbed in . The Wilson coupling is
neither Kahler nor scale invariant. Notice also that the Poincare gauge xing promotes
the quantity  to a scale, once jz
0
j is measured in units of the Planck scale.
The eld-dependent eective gauge coupling constant is dened as the coecient















+ : : : (37)
The non-local contributions to L
 








a Kahler and target-space duality invariant result. According to (34), the physical
eective gauge coupling constant in the loop-corrected theory is specied by the ex-




. And, as discussed in section 2,










C is the lowest component of 
2
^
L in the Wess-Zumino gauge.
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follows from the following









































The scale dependence of the physical coupling g
 
coincides with the all-order renor-
malisation-group equation in pure super-Yang-Mills theory[20]. And the Wilson gauge





















Equations (40) and (41) have been established in pure super-Yang-Mills theories by
Shifman and Vainshtein [21]. They have been obtained here from anomaly cancellation
in an eective lagrangian construction.
Finally, the dual Wilson lagrangian with L replaced by the chiral multiplet S has










= 4Re s; (42)
as in (17). The duality transformation is performed by expressing U as a function
of Re s, using eqs. (36) and (42). The solution can however only be found in a
perturbative expansion: while the linear multiplet theory (32) is known exactly, with
all-order gauge couplings (36) and (38), the dual chiral theory can only be expressed
as an innite series.
7 Conclusions
Formally, a supergravity theory with a linear multiplet can always be transformed
into a theory with chiral multiplets only, using duality. String eective supergravities
indicate however that this formal equivalence does not imply conceptual equivalence,
besides the fact that duality can be hard or impossible to perform analytically. The
duality transformation is applied to the Wilson lagrangian, with the loop expansion
(20). Since the scalar component C of the linear multiplet appears to be the string
loop-counting parameter, it seems natural to formulate the loop expansion with L.
The relation between S and L changes order by order. Duality will then induce a
rearrangement of perturbation theory which can obscure the identication of string
parameters and amplitudes with the elds of the eective supergravity. This is exem-
plied by the eective description of thereshold corrections in orbifolds[11, 9], and also
by substitution (29), at one loop.
11
The construction of the eective gauge sector provides a number of interesting
results. The all-order renormalization-group behaviour is obtained from anomaly can-
cellation. In some sense, there is a non-renormalization property similar to an Adler-
Bardeen theorem. The eld-dependent gauge coupling, a physical parameter, is the
expectation value of the real eld C. The chiral version of the theory uses a complex
scalar s, which gives the bare unphysical Wilson coupling. And the linear theory does
not include any F
~
F term.
Finally, the strength of the gauge interaction and the scale at which this force
becomes conning are characterized by the renormalization-group invariant scale ,








which is also target-space duality invariant. This is also the scale at which dynamical
supersymmetry breaking is expected to be induced by gaugino condensates. The gauge
sector dened by the Wilson lagrangian (32) can be used for an eective lagrangian
treatment of this phenomenon[22].
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